In Ko Centre, in association with the National Film Development Corporation and the Russian Centre of Science and Culture, presents Asian Panorama, a screening of some of the most recent films by acclaimed directors from Korea, India and Russia. It will be on from October 20 to 22; entry is free, and seating is on a first-come, first-served basis.

The festival opens with “Piter FM”, a Russian spring-lyric comedy about two young people who find themselves at the crossroads of their lives. It will be screened from 6.30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

On October 21, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., it’s “Bioscope”, a Malayalam film set in the villages of the second decade of the 20th century. It tells the story of the villagers, rendered voiceless by colonialism and slavery, who enter a new landscape through a bioscope.

Between 5.30 p.m. and 9 p.m. on the same day, there will be two more films. The first is “Beyond the Years”, a Korean film about Dong-ho, a pansori drummer who returns to his childhood village in search of his blind stepsister Song-hwa. This is followed by “Paltadacho Munis”, a Konkani film about Vinayak, a forest guard, who patrols the protected lands, haunted by memories of his dead wife.

On the last day, the festival begins at 5.30 p.m. with “72 Metres”, a Russian film about a submarine wreck based on Alexander Pokrovsky’s story, which was written long before the Kursk tragedy of 2000.

This will be followed by the Korean film “Dream”, in which Jin has a nightmare about a traffic accident and feels compelled, upon waking, to travel to the site of the accident.

For details, call 2436 1224.
Asian Panorama Film Festival in Chennai

InKo Centre, in association with the National Film Development Corporation and the Russian Cultural Centre, Chennai is delighted to present Asian Panorama, a mid-week bonanza of films, a selection of some of the most recent films by acclaimed directors from Korea, India and Russia. The Screening of films will be done on 20th – 23rd October at the Russian Cultural Centre, Chennai.

In this film festival two films from each Indian, Korean and Russian Film industries will be screened. Movies will be played in corresponding language but with English subtitles. 'Beyond the Years Directed' by Im Kwon-Taek and 'Dream' Directed by Kim Ki-Duk are the two Korean movies that will be screened on the film festival. 'Bioscope' a Malayalam movie, Directed by K M Madhusudhanan and 'Paltadacho Munis' (The Man Beyond the Bridge) a Konkani movie Directed by Laxmikant ShetGAonkar are the two from Indian side. '72 METERS' Directed by Vladimir Khotinenko and 'PITER FM' Directed by Oksana Bychkova are the two films that will be screened in Russian language.

Date: 20th -23rd October 18, 2010
Venue : Russian cultural Centre, Chennai
For more details about the films visit : http://inkocentre.org/virtuoso.html
For further information, please contact InKo Centre: 044-24361224 or write to enquiries@inkocentre.org
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